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August 17, 2017
By ECF
Hon. Henry Pitman
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
United States Courthouse
500 Pearl Street
New York, NY 10007-1312
BMaddox Enterprises v. Oskouie, et al., No. 17-CV-1889 (RA)(HBP)
Dear Judge Pitman:
I am counsel for Defendants and I write in further support of Defendants’ Motion to
Dissolve or Modify the Ex Parte Asset Restraining Order (ECF Doc 47). While Plaintiff’s
opposition brief is peppered with accusations that Mr. Oskouie is “not trustworthy,” a simple
review of plaintiff’s briefing on the issue of dissipation in an effort to frustrate a judgment
shows a failure to meet the basic standard. Given an opportunity to provide better clarity in its
opposition papers, Plaintiff has doubled down, arguing that its criticism of Defendants’
“comingled” finances and the purported existence of other “foreign financial service provider
accounts” is sufficient to continue the asset freeze. It is not.
Plaintiff’s argument as to comingling is a red herring. It does not matter whether funds
are comingled—the Asset Restraining Order prevents Defendants from spending a dime on
anything, including basic necessities like food and rent.
However, to be clear, Plaintiff mispresents the information communicated by PayPal via
email. PayPal stated that were 15 total accounts associated with Defendants: 14 in Australia and
one in the UK. Defendants do not have 15 other foreign accounts. As to the positive balance in
the UK PayPal account, that money is a “minimum reserve balance” for <TheUniTutor.com>
website—on hold by PayPal. Plaintiff’s own exhibit shows an example of this PayPal
requirement. See (ECF Doc 50-3 at 2)1. See screenshot below:
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For avoidance of doubt, Defendants’ references to the record refer to the page number assigned
by ECF. Plaintiff falsely claims that Defendants fabricated a quote straight from Plaintiff’s own
papers. See (ECF Doc. 50 at 7) (“Defendants attribute this quote to ‘ECF Doc. 24 at 17,’ which
does not exist in the record.”). The referenced quote is at ECF-assigned page 17 of 19 of ECF
Doc. 24. Plaintiff appears to forget its own briefing.
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In other words, Defendants do not have access to that money “ON HOLD”. Even if they
did, the Court order prohibits them from using that money (or the £50 available) to pay Mr.
Oskouie’s rent. Defendants will not violate that order, and have vehemently denied any attempt
to frustrate a judgment in this matter. Plaintiff has not shown otherwise.
Next, Plaintiff claims that if Defendants can use PayPal to process payments, then it
cannot be true that Defendants are unable to meet their financial obligations. Plaintiff’s
argument makes no logical sense. Whether or not Defendants could use PayPal or Stripe or any
other service, the Asset Restraining Order restricts Defendants from transferring any money,
anywhere.
The prejudice to Defendants is clear. Plaintiff claims that because it has yet to succeed on
its efforts to freeze Defendants’ unrelated foreign funds, that Defendants can use those funds.
That is not what the order allows. Ostensibly, Plaintiff’s opposition brief is an invitation for
Defendants to violate the Asset Restraining Order—which they will not do.
Finally, Plaintiff’s last-ditch argument as to dissipation is that Defendants’ accounts with
“U.S. financial service providers” are “empty” and their “foreign accounts” are outside the reach
of the Court. Plaintiff misses the point. PayPal is a processor, not a bank. Defendants must
transfer money to real banks to pay real bills. Other than pointing out that Defendants are
foreign residents, Plaintiff’s opposition says nothing—and Defendants have done nothing—to
warrant a continued worldwide, complete asset freeze. Under Plaintiff’s theory, the only way for
a foreign resident to prove that it is not a risk to dissipate funds is to open up a U.S. bank account
to pay its foreign bills. As foreign residents, Defendants cannot open a U.S. bank account. The
Court should not prejudice Defendants by forbidding them to live and operate their businesses
when there is no risk of dissipation.
Respectfully submitted,

David D. Lin
cc:

Anderson J. Duff (by ECF)
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